Abstract. We prove that the the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics for sampling independent sets on n-vertex k-uniform hypergraphs is Opn log nq when the maximum degree ∆ satisfies ∆ ď c2 k{2 , improving on the previous bound [BDK06] of ∆ ď k´2. This result brings the algorithmic bound to within a constant factor of the hardness bound of [BGG`16] which showed that it is NP-hard to approximately count independent sets on hypergraphs when ∆ ě 5¨2 k{2 .
Introduction
We consider the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics for sampling from uniform independent sets on a k-uniform hypergraph (i.e. all hyperedges are of size k). In doing so we extend the region when there is an FPRAS for approximately counting independent sets, reducing an exponential multiplicative gap to a constant factor.
In the case of graphs the question of approximately counting and sampling independent sets is already well understood. In a breakthrough paper, Weitz [Wei06] constructed an algorithm which approximately counts independent sets on 5-regular graphs by constructing a tree of self-avoiding walks to calculate marginals of the distribution. These can be approximated efficiently because of decay of correlation giving rise to an FPTAS for the problem. This was shown to be tight [Sly10] via a construction based on random bipartite graphs, it is NP-hard to approximately count independent sets on 6-regular graphs. The key difference between 5 and 6 is that on the infinite 5-regular tree, there is exponential decay of correlation of random independent sets while long range correlations are possible on the 6-regular tree.
In terms of statistical physics the difference is that there is a unique Gibbs measure on the ∆-regular tree for ∆ ď 5 but the existence of multiple Gibbs measures when ∆ ě 6. This paradigm extends more broadly to other spin systems such as the hardcore model (a model of weighted independent sets) and the anti-ferromagnetic Ising model. In both cases a similar construction to [Wei06, Sly10] shows that it is NP-hard whenever these models have non-uniqueness [SS12] and Weitz's algorithm gives an FPTAS [SST14] in the uniqueness case except for certain critical boundary cases. Together with work of Jerrum and Sinclair [JS93] the problem of approximately counting in 2-spin systems on regular graphs is essentially complete.
For hypergraphs, however, even in two spin systems the question remains wide open. A hypergraph H " pV, F q consists of a vertex set V and a collection F of vertex subsets, called the hyperedges. An independent set of H is a set I Ď V such that no hyperedge a P F is a subset of I. The natural analogue with graphs would predict that the threshold for approximate counting should correspond to the uniqueness threshold for the ∆-regular tree which corresponds to ∆ -1 2k 2
k . This turns out to be false and in fact [BGG`16] showed that it is NP-hard to approximately count independent sets when ∆ ď 5¨2 k{2 . What breaks down is that Weitz's argument requires not just exponential decay of correlation but also a stronger notion known as strong spatial mixing (SSM) which fails to hold when ∆ ě 6 for all k ě 2 [BGG`16]. Despite the lack of SSM, Bezáková, Galanis, Goldberg, Guo,Štefankovič [BGG`16] were able to give a modified analysis of the Weitz's tree of self avoiding walks algorithm and gave a deterministic FPTAS for approximating the number of independent sets when 200 ď ∆ ď k. In this paper we study the Glauber dynamics where previously using path coupling Bordewich, Dyer and Karpinski [BDK08, BDK06] showed that the mixing time is Opn log nq when ∆ ď k´2 (where throughout n is used to denote the number of vertices). These bounds, while holding for larger ∆ than the graph case, still fall far short of 5¨2 k{2 , the hardness bound. Shortly before posting this paper, Moitra [Moi16] posted a result giving a new algorithm which applies up to ∆ ď 2 k{20 .
1
Our main result gives an improved analysis of the Glauber dynamics narrowing the computational gap to a multiplicative constant. In the case of linear hyper-graphs, those in which no hyper-edges share more than one vertex, much stronger results are possible.
Theorem 1.1. There exists an absolute constant c ą 0 such that for every n-vertex hypergraph G with edge size k and maximal degree ∆, the Glauber dynamics mixes in Opn log nq time if the graph satisfies one of the following conditions: 1. ∆ ď c2 k{2 .
∆ ď c2
k {k 2 and G is linear.
We expect our approach to hold for the case where the hyperedges also have degree at least k but for the sake of simplicity of the proof we restrict our attention to the case of hyperedges of equal size. When the hypergraph is linear we achieve a much stronger bound of ∆ ď c2 k {k 2 , close to the uniqueness threshold of ∆ -1 2k 2 k . This suggests the possibility that it may only be the presence of hyperedges with large overlaps that is responsible for the discrepancy with the tree uniqueness threshold. Indeed, in the hardness constriction of [BGG`16] pairs of hyperedges have order k vertices in common.
Our mixing time proof directly translates into an algorithm for approximately counting independent sets. Corollary 1.2. There is an FPRAS for counting the number of hypergraph independent sets for all hypergraphs with maximal degree ∆ and edge size k satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1.
We also consider the case of a random regular hypergraph which is of course locally treelike. Let Hpn, d, kq be the uniform measure over the set of hypergraphs with n vertices, degree d and edge size k. In this case we are able to prove fast mixing for d growing as c2 k {k which is the same asymptotic as the uniqueness threshold. Theorem 1.3. There exists an absolute constant c ą 0 such that if H is a random hypergraph sampled from Hpn, d, kq with d ď c2 k {k, then with high probability (over the choice of H), the Glauber dynamics mixes in Opn log nq time.
The only property of random regular hypergraphs used in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is that there exists some constant N ě 1 such that each ball of radius R " Rp∆, kq " r3e∆k 2 s contains at most N cycles. Indeed, if H " Hpn, d, kq then this holds for N " 1 with high probability for every fixed radius (cf. [LS10, Lemma 2.1]).
1.1. Proof Outline. As noted above two key methods for approximate counting, tree approximations and path coupling break down far from the computational threshold. Tree approximations rely on a strong notion of decay of correlation, strong spatial mixing, which as noted above breaks down even for constant sized ∆ and the work Bezáková et. al. [BGG`16] to extend to ∆ growing linearly in k required a very detailed analysis. Similarly, for the Glauber dynamics, path coupling also breaks down for linear sized ∆ [BDK06] . It is useful to consider the reasons for the limitations of path coupling. Disagreements can only be propagated when there is a hyperedge with k´1 ones. However, such hyperedges should be very rare. Indeed, we show that in equilibrium the probability that a certain hyperedge a has k´1 ones is at most pk`1q2´k. Thus when ∆ is small, most vertices will be far from all such hyperedges which morally should give a contraction in path coupling. However, in the standard approach of path coupling we must make a worst case assumption of the neighbourhood of a disagreement.
Our approach is to consider the geometric structure of bad regions in space time VˆR`. In Section 3 we give a simpler version of the proof which loses only a polynomial factor in the bound on ∆, yet highlights the key ideas that will be used later. We bound the bad space time regions via a percolation argument showing that if coupling fails, then some disagreement at time 0 must propagate to the present time, which corresponds to a vertical crossing. This geometric approach is similar to the approach of Information Percolation used to prove cutoff for the Ising model [LS15] and avoids the need to assume worst case neighbourhoods.
In Section 3 we control the propagation of disagreements by discretizing the time-line into blocks of length k and considering some (fairly coarse) necessary conditions for the creation of new disagreements during the span of an entire block of time. In particular in order for a new disagreement to be created at a P F during a given time interval I, there must be some t P I at which the configuration on Ba has k´1 ones. This allows us to exploit the independence between different time blocks. The proof for the sharp result is given in Section 4 and Section 5 where a more refined analysis is carried out. The main additional tool is to find an efficient scheme for controlling the propagation of disagreements via an auxiliary continuous time process so that we again can exploit independence and as well as certain positive correlations associated with that process.
Finally, in Section 6 we present the proof of Corollary 1.2 via a standard reduction from sampling to counting.
Preliminaries

Definition of model.
In what follows it will be convenient to treat vertices and hyperedges in a uniform manner, for which reason we consider the bipartite graph representation G " pV, F, Eq of a hypergraph H " pV, F q, where V is the set of vertices, F is the set of hyperedges, and E " tpv, aq : v P a P F u (i.e. we connect vertex v P V to hyperedge a P F if and only if v appears in hyperedge a). For each v P V , we will denote by Bv the neighbours of v in G, which is a subset of F and for each a P F define Ba similarly. Under this notation, the degree of a vertex v equals |Bv| while the size of a hyperedge a equals |Ba|.
An independent set of hypergraph G can be encoded as a configuration σ P t0, 1u V satisfying that for every a P F , there exists v P Ba such that σpvq ‰ 1. We denote by Ω " ΩpGq Ă 2 V the set of all such configurations and consider the uniform measure over Ω given by πpσq :" 1 ZpGq 1tσ is an independent set of Gu,
where the normalizer Z " ZpGq " |ΩpGq| is the partition function, which counts the number of hypergraph independent set on G.
The (discrete-time) glauber dynamics on the set of independent sets is the Markov chain M with state space Ω defined as following: Given that the state of M at time t is W t , for each v P V and U P t0, 1u, let W v,U t be the configuration W t with the spin at vertex v set to U . The state at time t`1, denoted by W t`1 , is then determined by uniformly selecting a vertex v P V and performing the following update procedure:
1. With probability 1{2, set W t`1 " W The update sequence along an interval pt 0 , t 1 s is the set of tuples of the form pv, t, U q, where v P V is the vertex to be updated, t P pt 0 , t 1 s is the update time, and U P t0, 1u is the tentative updated value of v ("tentative" as it might be an illegal updated). An update pv, t, U q is said to be blocked (by hyperedge a) in configuration σ, if U " 1 and there exists a P Bv such that σpuq " 1 for all u P Baztvu.
Under this notation, the update rule of the glauber dynamics can be rephrased as updating the spin at v to U at time t unless the update is blocked in X t . Therefore X σ t , the continuoustime chain starting from initial configuration σ, can be expressed as a deterministic function of σ and the update sequence ξ. We will denote this function by X and write X σ t " Xrξ, σ; 0, ts. We remark that X depends on the underlying graph G implicitly.
A related update function Y is given by setting the spin at v to U at each update pv, t, U q regardless of whether the update is blocked or not. We define a family of processes Y s,t on the state space of 2 V which, given the all-one initial configuration 1 and the update sequence ξ s,t along the interval ps, ts, satisfies Y s,t " 1, if t ď s, and Y s,t " Yrξ s,t , 1; s, ts, if t ą s.
In the continuous-time glauber dynamics setting, the update sequence ξ " tpv , t , U qu ě1 follows a marked poisson process where ξ˝" tpv , t qu ě1 is a poisson point process on Vˆr0, 8q with rate 1 (per site) and tU u ě1 is a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli(1{2) random variables independent of tpv , t qu ě1 . Using the same ξ sampled from one marked poisson process, the discussion above provides a grand coupling of pX σ t q tě0 and pY s,t q tě0 for all σ P Ω and s ě 0 (i.e. a coupling for all values of s, t, σ simultaneously). One can easily verify that for t ą s, Y s,t has the same distribution as the continuous-time simple random walk at time t´s on hypercube t0, 1u V started from 1 in which each site is refreshed at rate 1. The purpose of introducing Y s,t is to utilize the monotonicity in the constraints of independent set and provide a uniform upper bound to X σ t for all σ P Ω. For any pair of vectors X, Y in t0, 1u
V , write X ď Y if and only if Xpvq ď Y pvq for all v P V .
Proposition 2.2. Under the notations above, for all σ P ΩpGq and s, t ě 0, we have
Proof. The statement holds at time t " 0 since σ ď 1 for all σ P ΩpGq. By right continuity of the process, it is enough to verify (1) for all update sequence ξ at the time t " t for some ě 1. Noting that if s ě t then Y s,t " 1 and there is nothing to prove for the second inequality, we assume without loss that s ă t.
Suppose by induction we have verified (1) for all t 1 ă t " t . The inequality is preserved through the update at time t " t if we successfully set v to the same value U in each of the configurations X σ t , Y 0,t , Y s,t . The only possibility for the update to fail is that pv , t , U q is blocked in lim Ó0 X σ t´ , in which case U " 1 and we set X σ t pvq to 0, Y t , Y s,t pvq to 1, preserving the inequality.
Let t coup " t coup pξq be the time the grand coupling succeeds under updating sequence ξ:
where P t pσ,¨q is the distribution at time t of the continuous-time chain, started from σ.
2.3. Discrepancy sequence and activation time. In this section we take a closer look at the update process backward in time and in particular show how a discrepancy at time t can be traced back to discrepancies at earlier times. This will provide a sufficient condition for tt coup ą tu.
Given an update sequence ξ, a vertex v P V and t ą 0, let t´pv, tq " t´pv, t; ξq be the time of the last update in ξ at v before time t. More explicitly, we define
Fix an update sequence ξ and time t ą 0. If t coup " t coup pξq ą t, then there must exist two initial configurations σ, τ P Ω and a "discrepancy" v 0 at time t, i.e. there exists vertex v 0 P V such that X σ t pv 0 q ‰ X τ t pv 0 q. Now we choose an arbitrarily such discrepancy v 0 , look at the last update of v 0 before time t 1 " t and denote its time by t 0 " t´pv 0 , t 1 q.
Assume without loss of generality that X σ t 1 pv 0 q " 0 ‰ 1 " X τ t 1 pv 0 q. To end up with a discrepancy at v 0 after the update at t 0 , this update must be blocked in X σ t 0 but not in X τ t 0 (in particular, it is of the form pv 0 , t 0 , 1q). Hence there must exists a hyperedge a 0 P Bv 0 such that X σ t 0 pBa 0 ztv 0 uq " 1 ‰ X τ t 0 pBa 0 ztv 0 uq.
Consequently, there must exists at least one vertex u P Ba 0 ztv 0 u at which the two configurations have a discrepancy at time t 0 , namely,
. We arbitrarily choose one such vertex u P Ba 0 ztv 0 u and denote it by v´1. Now apply the same reasoning for the update at v´1 at time t´1 " t´pv´1, t 0 q. We can find a hyperedge a´1 P Bv´1 blocking the update pv´1, t´1, 1q P ξ in exactly one of the two configurations X σ t´1 and X τ t´1 (namely, in the latter). Moreover, there must exists a discrepancy at a certain vertex v´2 P Ba´1 at time t´1. Repeating the process until time 0 produces a sequence of tuples ζ˝" ppv´ , t´ , a´0ď ďL , where
and for each 0 ď ă L: 1. The update pv´ , t´ , 1q exists in ξ.
2. The hyperedge a´ contains v´ and v´p `1q and the update pv´ , t´ , 1q is blocked by a´ in exactly one of the two configurations X σ t´ and X τ t´ . Therefore by (1), (3) holds with the index L replaced with and so by Proposition 2.2,
3. The vertex v´ is not updated in the time interval pt´ , t´p ´1q s. For convenience of later application, it is useful to consider also the following representation of ζ˝with non-negative indices, which moves forward in time rather than backwards as ζζ
with t 1 L`1 " t 1 marking the endpoint of the time interval. We will refer to such a sequence ζ as a discrepancy sequence up to time t 1 " t (with respect to σ, τ and ξ). It is straight forward to check that Lemma 2.3. Given an update sequence ξ and a time t ě 0, if tt coup ą tu, then there exists a discrepancy sequence ζ up to time t as defined above.
We end the section with one more definition.
Definition 2.4. Let t ě 0, a P F and v P Ba. We say that pv, aq is activated (resp. sactivated ) at time t if the update sequence ξ contains an update pv, t, 1q and Y t pBaq " 1 (resp. Y s,t pBaq " 1). We say that a got activated (resp. s-activated ) at time t if pu, aq got activated (resp. s-activated ) at time t for some u P Ba. We further assume that pv, aq is active at time 0 for all a P F , v P Ba.
A simplified proof of a weaker version
To illustrate the key ideas of our proof technique, we first define an auxiliary site percolation on the space-time slab of the update history, and use it to prove the following weaker version of Theorem 1.1. Theorem 3.1. For every n-vertex hypergraph G of edge size k and maximal degree ∆, the Glauber dynamics mixes in Opn log nq time if the graph satisfies one of the following conditions:
k {p9k 3 q and G is linear.
3.1. The auxiliary percolation process. We break up the space-time slab into time intervals trT i , T i`1 qu iě0 of length k, where T i " ik, i " 0, 1, . . . . 3 For t ą 0, define iptq " tt{ku. LetG F be an oriented graph with vertex-set FˆN and edge-setẼ F satisfying that for any pairs of hyperedges a, b P F and integers i, j P N, there is an (oriented) edge from site pa, iq to site pb, jq inẼ F if and only if Ba X Bb ‰ ∅ and j´i P t0, 1u.
(5)
Definition 3.2. Fix an update sequence ξ. We say that a site pa, iq is active if i " 0 or a is T i´1 -activated at some time t P rT i , T i`1 q, and susceptible if there exists v P Ba such that v is not updated during the time interval rT i , T i`1 q. A site pa, iq is then called bad if either it is active or there exists 0 ď j ă i such that pa, jq is active and pa, q is susceptible for all j`1 ď ď i.
The set of bad sites can be viewed as a site percolation on the graphG F in which each site pa, iq is open if it is bad with respect to the update sequence ξ. The next lemma relates the success of the grand coupling to the existence of open paths in the aforementioned site percolation.
Lemma 3.3. For every update sequence ξ satisfying t coup ą T M`1 " pM`1qk, there exists an oriented path of sites inG F that starts from Fˆt0u, ends at FˆtM u and satisfies that every site along the path is bad with respect to ξ.
Proof. Fix update sequence ξ and integer M P N such that t coup ą T M`1 . By the discussion in Section 2.3, we can find two initial configurations σ, τ P ΩpGq and a discrepancy sequence ζ˝" ppv´ , t´ , a´0ď ďL from time t´L " 0 up to time t 1 " T M`1 with respect to σ, τ and ξ. We proceed to construct a path γ " γpζq inG F based on ζ˝. (See Figure 1 for an illustration.)
Recall that iptq " tt{ku is the age time t belongs to. For each 0 ď ď L, let γ " γ pζ˝q "`pa´ , jq : ipt´ q ď j ď ipt´ q _ pipt´p ´1q q´1qb e the sequence of sites "stacking upon" the site of the 'th jump pa´ , ipt´ qq. Let γ " Y 0ď ďL γ . It is easy to observe that each γ is a connected path inG F , γ 0 intersects FˆtM u at pa 0 , ipt 1 q´1q " pa 0 , M q, and γ L intersects Fˆt0u at pa´L, 0q. To verify that γ satisfies the requirement of Lemma 3.3, we first check that every site pa, iq P γ is bad, distinguishing three cases: 1. For 0 ď ď L, if γ is a singleton, then it must have the form γ " tpa, iq " pa´ , ipt´ qqu. By condition (4) Y t´ pBa´ q " 1 and hence also Y T i´1 ,t´ pBa´ q " 1, implying that pa, iq is indeed active.
3 In our analysis we shall neglect the possibility that a certain edge got activated precisely at some time T i (as this has probability 0). The dashed blue line represents the discrepancy sequence ζ, the red (resp. orange, gray) circles represent active (resp. susceptible, other) sites inG F and the red path represents γ. Note that the second site on the second row is susceptible but not bad since it is not immediately above any bad sites.
2. For 0 ď ă L, if γ consists of more than one site, then arguing as above we know that the first site pa´ , ipt´is active. For each of the remaining sites pa, iq with ipt´ q ă i ă ipt´p ´1q q, rewriting the assumption gives
i.e. v´ P Ba´ is not updated during the time interval rT i , T i`1 q and so pa´ , iq P γ is susceptible. Following the second case of Definition 3.2, pa´ , iq is bad for all ipt´ q ă i ă ipt´p ´1q q.
3. For each pa´L, iq P γ L , recall from the definition of ζ˝that a´L " a´p L´1q and that t´pv´L, t´p L´1" 0, i.e. v´L is never updated before T ipt´p L´1. Hence all sites pa´L, iq with i ă ipt´p L´1are susceptible. Their badness then follows from the fact that pa´L, 0q is bad (in definition, pa, 0q is taken to be active, for all a P F ). All that is left is to check that for each 1 ď ď L, γ is connected to γ ´1 . The connectivity of γ L to γ L´1 is trivial. For 1 ď ă L, the first site in γ ´1 is pa´p ´1q , i start ´1 " ipt´p ´1and the last site in γ is pa´ , i end q with
In either case, site pa´ , i end q is connected to pa´p ´1q , i start ´1 q inG F since Ba´ X Ba´p ´1q Ě tv´ u ‰ ∅ and i start ´1´i
end " 1´1tipt´p ´1" ipt´ qu P t0, 1u.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Our goal is to show that under the assumptions of Theorems 3.1 there exists some constant C such that for M " rC log ns we have that Prt coup ą T M`1 s ď n´3 (where throughout |V | :" n). Using Lemma 3.3, it suffices to bound the probability that there exists an oriented path from Fˆt0u consisting of bad sites. We begin with some basic properties of the auxiliary percolation process.
Proposition 3.4. Let Apa, iq (resp. Spa, iq) be the event that site pa, iq is active (resp. susceptible). Then for every pa, iq, pb, jq PG F with i ě j ě 1,
Moreover for every set of sites S inG F , if for all pb, jq P S, pa, iq and pb, jq are not connected inẼ F , then Apa, iq, Spa, iq are independent of the events tApb, jq, Spb, jq : pb, jq P Su.
Proof. The second part of (6) is simply a union bound. To show the first part of (6), we notice that if Apa, iq happens then so is one of the following scenarios (a) Some v P Ba is not updated in rT i´1 , T i q, namely Spa, i´1q happens.
(c) Case (a) fails but a gets T i´1 -activated at some time s P rT i , T i`1 q. Case (a) happens with ke´k. Conditioned on the failure of case (a), namely every v P Ba being updated in rT i´1 , T i q, pY T i´1 ,s puqq uPBa become i.i.d. Bernoulli(1{2) r.v.'s for all T i ď s ă T i`1 and case (b) happens with probability 2´k. For case (c) to happen, there must exist u P Ba and s P pT i , T i`1 q such that pu, s, 1q P ξ and Y T i´1 ,s pBaq " 1, given that pY T i´1 ,T i puqq uPBa has the uniform distribution on all configurations but 1. Hence by Markov inequality the probability of case (3) is at most k 2 2´k, where the term k 2 represents the expected number of updates in Ba during pT i´1 , T i q. Combining all three cases gives the first half of (6). The proof of (7) is completely analogous, where the only difference is that we first argue that PpApa, iq | Apb, jqq ď PpApa, iq | Y T i´1 ,s pBa X Bbq " 1 for all s P rT i , T i`1 qq. and then apply the same reasoning as before to BazBb.
Finally note that events Apa, iq, Spa, iq depends on ξ only through subset BaˆpT i´1 , T i`1 q. Hence the independency result follows from the independency of Poisson point process.
In order to perform a first moment calculation in an efficient manner we restrict our attention to a special type of paths.
Definition 3.5. We say that an oriented path ppa 0 , i 0 q, pa 1 , i 1 q, . . . , pa r , i rinG F is a minimal path if i 0 " 0, i 1 " 1 and for all j 1 ď r´2 and j 2 P rj 1`2 , rs we have that ppa j 1 , i j 1 q, pa j 2 , i j 2RẼ F . Let Γ min,r be the collection of all minimal paths of length r.
Observe that every oriented path inG F can be transformed into a minimal path by deleting from it some vertices.
Proof of Theorem 3.1, Part 1. Fix M " rC log ns where the constant C shall be determined later. Note that by Lemma 3.3, if t coup ą T M`1 , then there must be some minimal path
consisting of bad sites. We now estimate the expected number of such paths. For brevity, we call a minimal path γ bad if every site of γ is bad.
Using the notations of Proposition 3.4, for every γ P Γ min,2r , we can write
where in the last step we discard all odd events in order to obtain the desirable independence. Indeed, by the definition of a minimal path, for all j ă , pa 2 , i 2 q is not connected to pa 2j , i 2j q. Hence by Proposition 3.4, the events tApa 2 , i 2 q Y Spa 2 , i 2 qu 1ď ďr are mutually independent and Er1tγ is badus ď
To conclude the proof we note that
where the term n accounts for the choice of the initial site of the path. By the above analysis the expected number of paths in Γ min,2r consisting of bad sites is at most p4k 2 ∆ 2ˆ2 k 2 2´kq r n. By our assumption that ∆ ă 2 k{2 {p ? 8k 2 q, we get that there exists some constant C such that for r " rC log ns the last expectation is at most n´3. This concludes the proof of part 1 of Theorem 3.1.
We now explain the necessary adaptations for the proof of part 2. In the new setup if a ‰ b and Ba X Bb ‰ ∅, then |Ba X Bb| " 1. Thus the event that pa, iq is bad barely affects the probability that pb, jq is bad (for a ‰ b). However, it is more challenging to control the conditional probability that pa, i`1q is bad, given that pa, iq is bad. To overcome this difficulty we modify the underlying graphG F slightly.
Definition 3.6. LetḠ F be an oriented graph with vertex-set FˆN and edge-setĒ F satisfying that for every pairs of hyperedges a, b P F and integers i, j P N, there is an (oriented) edge from site pa, iq to site pb, jq inĒ F if and only if a " b and j " i`2 or a ‰ b and Ba X Bb ‰ ∅ and j´i P t0, 1, 2u.
We say that an oriented path ppa 0 , i 0 q, pa 1 , i 1 q, . . . , pa r , i rinḠ F is a minimal path if i 0 " 1, i 1 ą 1 and for all j 1 ď r´2 and j 2 P rj 1`2 , rs we have that ppa j 1 , i j 1 q, pa j 2 , i j 2RĒ F . Let Γ min,r be the collection of all minimal paths of length r inḠ F .
Observe again that every path γ inG F can be transformed into a path inḠ F by deleting some of its vertices. Namely, whenever we have two consecutive steps in γ such that ppa , i q, pa `1 , i `1PẼ F zĒ F , it must satisfies that pa `1 , i `1 q " pa , i `1q and one can check that in this case ppa , i q, pa `2 , i `2PḠ F . By repeatedly deleting pa `1 , i `1 q from γ, where is the minimal index such that pa `1 , i `1 q " pa , i `1q and pa , i q has not been deleted already, we obtain a path inḠ F (we leave this as an exercise).
Proof of Theorem 3.1, Part 2. As before, if t coup ą T 2pM`1q , then there must be some minimal path ppa 0 , i 0 q, pa 1 , i 1 q, . . . , pa M , i MinḠ F consisting of bad sites. We argue that the conditional probability that pa , i q is bad, given that pa 0 , i 0 q, pa 1 , i 1 q, . . . pa ´1 , i ´1 q are all bad, is at most p1`k 2 q2´p
k´1q`2 ke´k ď 3k 2 2´k (for k ą 2).
Indeed, by the linearity assumption we have that either pa ´1 , i ´1 q " pa , i ´2q or |Ba ´1 X Ba | " 1. In the first case the same independency argument shows that the conditional probability that pa , i q is also bad is at most p1`k 2 q2´k`2e´k. For the second case, pa , i q must be active and the desired bound follows from (7).
As before, we conclude by noting that |Γ min,r | ď np3kp∆´1q`1q r ď p3k∆q r n and so the expected number of paths inΓ min,r consisting of bad sites is at most p3k∆ˆ3k 2 2´kq r n " p9k 3 ∆2´kq r n ď n´3, provided that r ě C log n.
General graph
4.1. Minimal path. In this subsection we give the general setup for Theorem 1.1 and 1.3. The first improvement from Section 3 is based on the observation that although it takes time k to update all vertices of a hyperedge at least once with high probability, on average it only takes Op1q time to update each vertex. This motivates us to study the propagation of discrepancies on both vertices and hyperedges in continuous time. Recall the definition of activation (of pv, aq P BaˆF ) from Definition 2.4.
Definition 4.1. For each v P V , t ě 0, we define the deactivation time of v (after time t) as T`pv; tq " inf ts ą t : pv, s, 1q P ξ or pv, s, 0q P ξu .
For each a, b P F, v P Ba Ă V and t ě 0, we define the relative deactivation time of v w.r.t. b and the relative deactivation time of a w.r.t. b (after time t) as
In particular, the deactivation time of a is T`pa; tq " T`pa; a, tq " max vPBa T`pv; tq.
LetG be the Cartesian product of G and the time interval r0, 8q. Namely for two sites pw 1 , t 1 q, pw 2 , t 2 q PṼ " pV Y F qˆr0, 8q, there exists an (oriented) edge connecting pw 1 , t 1 q to pw 2 , t 2 q inG if and only if w 1 " w 2 , t 1 ě t 2 or w 1 P Bw 2 , t 1 " t 2 .
The setG can be viewed as the continuous version of the space-time slab.
Definition 4.2. Given a sequence γ L " tpv , a , t qu 0ď ďL , we say that γ L is a path of length L inG if t 0 " 0, v 0 P Ba 0 , a 0 " a 1 and for each 1 ď ď L we have that t ´1 ă t , v P Ba and Ba ´1 X Ba ‰ ∅. We further say that γ L is a path up to time t to indicate that t L ă t. Let Γ L denote the set of paths of length L and Γ L ptq denote the subset of paths up to time t. Definition 4.3. Fix an update sequence ξ and a path γ L " tpv , a , t q 0ď ďL u P Γ L . For each 1 ď ď L, we say that pv , a , t q, the th step of γ L , is a minimal step of γ L if all of the following six events hold:
E "
We say that γ L is a minimal path if pv , a , t q is a minimal step, for each 1 ď ď L. We further say that γ L is a minimal path up to time t, if it is a minimal path and
γ L is a minimal path up to time tu. We note that both Γ min,L and Γ min,L ptq depend on the update sequence ξ.
Lemma 4.4. For each update sequence ξ, if t coup ą T , then there exists a constant L ě 0 and a minimal path γ L " ppv , a , t0ď ďL P Γ min,L pT q.
Proof. Recall the construction of a discrepancy sequence ζ " ζpξq " ppu i , b i , s i0ďiďM (here we use the representation moving forward in time, with pb 0 , s 0 q " pb 1 , 0q). It satisfies for all
One can construct a minimal path based on ζ as follows: 1. Let γ 1 " ppv 1 , a 1 , t 10ď ď1 " ppu , b , s0ď ď1 . It follows from the construction of a discrepancy sequence, in particular from the fact that b 0 " b 1 , that γ 1 is a minimal path of length L 1 " 1 up to time s 2 . 2. For 2 ď i ď M , suppose we have already constructed
To construct γ i , let
Note that ‹ is well-defined since by (12) and (13), the condition t :
In this case, we define L i " 1 and
Otherwise, we define
In either case, one can check that the six events defined in (11) are satisfied for " L i and hence pv
q is a minimal step of γ i . Indeed, the occurrence of
follows from the construction of a discrepancy sequence, the occurrence of C L i follows from the minimality of ‹ and that of E L i follows from (14). By construction, ppv i r , a i r , t i r0ď ďL i´1 is a subpath of γ i´1 P Γ min,L i´1 ps i q and hence is minimal path itself. Therefore γ i is a minimal path of length L i up to s i`1 .
To conclude the proof, one can take γ M and note that T`pv
Remark 4.5. In the definition of 4.3, the events tA , B , D 1 , D 2 u 1ď ďL (together) imply that γ L can potentially be a projection of some discrepancy sequence (in the sense of the construction in the proof above). The events tC u 1ď ďL (together) imply that no subpath of γ L satisfies the same condition while tE u 1ď ďL further require paths to stay at the same hyperedge whenever possible (this requirement is imposed to obtain a better control on the number of minimal paths), justifying the name "minimal".
Remark 4.6. We will use Γ proj,L Ă Γ min,L to denote the set of minimal paths that are projected from some discrepancy sequences as in the proof above.
Lemma 4.4 implies that for every time T ě 0 and integer L ě 1,
The next lemma bounds the first term on the right hand side.
Lemma 4.7. Let T P N. Denote L " tcT u, where c "
PpΓ proj,L´1 pT q ‰ ∅q ď n expp´T {4q.
Proof. Consider constructing a path in Γ proj,L´1 pT q by first choosing the locations of "jumps" and then picking their times. The number of ways of choosing a sequence w " pa q 0ď ďL´1 such that Ba X Ba ´1 ‰ ∅ for all 1 ď ď L´1, is at most np∆kq L . For each fixed w, recursively define T 0 " 0 and T `1 " T`pa `1 ; a , T q for 0 ď ď L´2. If there exists a sequences of times s " ps q 0ď ďL´1 and vertices v " pv q 0ď ďL´1 such that the path γ L´1 " ppv , a , s0ď ďL´1 is a minimal path up to time T , then s 0 " T 0 " 0, and one can show inductively that s ď T`pa ; a ´1 , s ´1 q ď T`pa ; a ´1 , T ´1 q " T , using the induction step (s ´1 ď T ´1 ) and the monotonicity of T`pa; b, tq in t. The existence of s further implies that
By construction, the joint law of pT ´T ´1 q 0ď ďL is stochastically dominated by that of pZ q 0ď ďL where Z :" maxpZ ,1 , . . . , Z ,k q and pZ ,i q 1ďiďk,1ď ďL are i.i.d. exponential random variables with rate 1. Note that using the order statistic of Z ,1 , . . . , Z ,k , we can decompose Z into a sum ř k i"1 J ,i of independent exponential r.v.'s with ErJ ,i s " i´1. Hence for all λ P p0, 1{2q and ď L, Figure 2 . Good/Type-I/Type-II branching in redacted paths
By Markov inequality, independence of Z 's and the aforementioned stochastic domination,
Therefore by the arguments above together with the choice c "
as desired.
Redacted path.
In the remaining of the section, we bound the size of Γ min,L . Our basic approach is to bound for each γ L P Γ min,L the expected number of ways to extend γ L by two steps. However, the "vanilla-version" of this expectation can be much bigger than 1. Intuitively, for general hypergraphs, hyperedges may be highly overlapping with each other. Thus when one hyperedge is all 1 in process Y t , its neighbouring hyperedges may also be all 1 with little extra cost. This phenomenon leads to numerous local "tangles" where multiple choices of the immediate next step exists for the same second-next step, blowing up the number of extensions significantly.
To overcome the aforementioned obstacle, we divide the steps of a minimal paths into good branchings (i.e. small overlaps) and bad branchings (i.e. large overlaps) and skip the "tangles" by ignoring the first step of a bad branching and recording only the "key" step instead. More precisely, given a path γ L " tpu , b , s qu 0ď ďL P Γ L , we classify each of the steps 1 ď ď L into one of the following three cases: (see also Figure 2) (1) We say that pv , a , t q is a good branching if |Ba ´1 X Ba | ď k{3.
(2) We say that tpv ´1 , a ´1 , t ´1 q, pv , a , t qu is a type-I (bad) branching if
We say that tpv ´1 , a ´1 , t ´1 q, pv , a , t qu is a type-II (bad) branching if
For each γ L " ppv , a , t0ď ďL P Γ L , we use the following greedy algorithm to partition γ L into disjoint segments of size one or two such that all but (possibly) the last block satisfy one of the above three types of branchings (we assume L ą 1 to avoid triviality).
1. Observe that (by Definition 4.2) a 1 " a 0 implies that Ba 2 X Ba 0 ‰ ∅. Therefore tpv 1 , a 1 , t 1 q, pv 2 , a 2 , t 2 qu forms a type-II branching and is taken as a block in the partition. 2. For each ď L´2, if after a certain number of iterations we have partitioned the first steps of γ L into one of the above three cases, then we look at the p `1q'th step pv `1 , a `1 , t `1 q:
‚ If pv `1 , a `1 , t `1 q forms a good branching then we take tpv `1 , a `1 , t `1 qu as a block of size 1 in the partition.
‚ Otherwise, we take tpv `1 , a `1 , t `1 q, pv `2 , a `2 , t `2 qu as a segment of size 2 in the partition. By definition, it must either form a type-I branching or a type-II branching. 3. If step 2 ends with a complete partition of the path (i.e. the last two steps form a type-I or type-II branching), then we are done. Otherwise, it must give a partition of the first L´1 steps of γ L . To obtain a partition of the first L steps we then let pv L , a L , t L q form a block of size 1, and call it a half-branching if it is not a good-branching itself. Given the unique partition defined above, we define I g , I 1 , I ‹ , I 2 Ď t1, . . . , Lu " rLs, each as a function of γ L P Γ L , as the set of (the indices of) steps that belong to good branchings, type-I branchings, the first step of type-II branchings and the second step of type-II branchings, respectively, in the partition of γ L by the above procedure. The four sets I g , I 1 , I ‹ , I 2 form a partition of rLs or rL´1s. In particular, 1 P I ‹ , 2 P I 2 and L belongs to none of the four sets if the last step is a half-branching.
We will refer to steps equaling to p‹, ‹, ‹q as redacted steps.
With some abuse of notation, we define
to be the set of redacted paths of branching length M that end with regular branchings or half-branchings respectively. We finally denote the set of all redacted paths byΓ.
In the definition above, redacted steps, i.e. steps equaling to p‹, ‹, ‹q, can never appear twice in a row, and the last step ofγ L is never redacted. Let
Using the convention that T`pv; ‹, ‹q " T`pa; ‹, ‹q " 0 for all v P V and a P F , we can extend the definition of a minimal step to redacted paths.
Definition 4.9. We say that pv , a , t q is a minimal step inγ L " ppv i , a i , t i0ďiďL if and only if P I m and pv , a , t q satisfies the six events of (11). For P I 2 we say that pv , a , t q is a minimal type-II step, if all of the following events hold:
A " tpv , t , 1q P ξu, r B " tt ď T`pa ; T`pa ´2 ; t ´2 qqu, C " tt ą T`pa ; a , 0qu X pX ´2 r"1 tt ą T`pa ; a r , t r quq, r D " tY t pBa ztv uq " 1u.
(18)
4 For redacted pathγ L , the set I ‹ (resp. I 2 ) can be defined as the collection of redacted steps (resp. the collection of steps following a redacted step) and thus does not depend on the choice of γ L .
5 The factor 1 2 is taken because we want each type-I branching to contribute`1 to M pγ L q.
Definition 4.10. Fix an update sequence ξ and a redacted pathγ L " ppv , a , t0ď ďL PΓ. We say thatγ L PΓ is a minimal redacted path if, (1) For each P I m , pv , a , t q is a minimal step ofγ L .
(2) For each P I 2 , pv , a , t q is a minimal type-II step ofγ L . We denote the set of minimal redacted paths byΓ min and defineΓ min,M " tγ PΓ min : γ has branching length M u where M takes value from 1 2 N.
Lemma 4.11. For every update sequence ξ and length
Proof. For each γ L " ppu , b , s0ď ďL P Γ min,L , we can constructγ L " ppv , a , t0ď ďL according to (17). It is straight forward to check thatγ L is a redacted path with branching length M pγ L q ě pL´1q{2 and for all P I m we have that pv , a , t q is a minimal step ofγ L . We now verify that for all P I 2 we have that pv , a , t q is a minimal type-II step ofγ L . To do so, it suffices to verify that if P I 2 then r B holds (the occurrence of A , B and r D follows from the fact that γ L P Γ min,L ). Fix some γ L P Γ min,L and P I 2 . From (11) we know that events B ´1 and B hold. It follows that t ´1 ď T`pa ´1 ; a ´2 , t ´2 q ď T`pa ´2 ; t ´2 q, t ď T`pa ; a ´1 , t ´1 q ď T`pa ; t ´1 q. Combining the last two equations and using the monotonicity of T`pa; tq in t yields that t ď T`pa ; T`pa ´2 ; t ´2 qq.
Consequently,γ L PΓ min . Truncatingγ L such that M " tpL´1q{2u concludes the proof.
4.3. Recursion of two steps. In this subsection we complete the recursion onΓ min,M and conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1. The main idea is to bound the expected number of ways of extending a redacted path by each one of the three types of branchings. Since every step of a good branching or a type-I branching is also a minimal step, we split the discussion according to minimal steps and minimal type-II steps. For each a P F , let Npaq " tb P F : BaXBb ‰ ∅u be the hyperedge-neighbourhood of a. Define N ą paq " tb P Npaq : |Ba X Bb| ą k{3u, N ď paq " NpaqzN ą paq.
Throughout the section, we will useγ L to denote the redacted paths of length L (but varying branching length). Fix a pathγ L " ppv , a , t0ď ďL PΓ and a vertex-hyperedge pair pv, aq satisfying a P Npa L q, v P Ba. We denote byγ m L`1 pv, a, tq " ppv , a , t0ď ďL`1 the redacted path extended fromγ L with pv L`1 , a L`1 , t L`1 q " pv, a, tq. We define
to count the number of possible minimal steps using pv, aq. Note that N m L is a.s. finite since it is bounded from above by the number of updates at v between time t L and T`pa L`1 ; a L , t L q, which in turn is a.s. finite. We further useγ II L`2 pv, a, tq " ppv , a , t0ď ďL`2 to denote the redacted path extended fromγ L with
Finally, for each integer M ě M pγ L q, we letΓ min,M pγ L q be the collection of redacted paths inΓ min,M that agree withγ L in their first L steps and write N min,M pγ L q :" |Γ min,M pγ L q|.
Lemma 4.12. For every integer L ě 1,γ L PΓ, a P Npa L q and v P Ba,
where m L`1 " |Ba X Ba L ztvu| and C m is an absolute constant independent of ∆, k.
Lemma 4.13. For every integers
The proof of Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 4.13 is postponed to Section 4.4 and Section 4.5, respectively. We first apply both lemmas to derive the main result Theorem 4.14. For all integers L ě M ě 1, and redacted pathγ L PΓ M ,
where C is an absolute constant independent of ∆, k. 
We bound the three cases separately: 1. We first boundẼ L rN g min,M`1 pγ L qs. For any two hyperedges a, b P F , let mpa, bq " |Ba X Bb| be the size of their overlap. For each a P N ď pa L q, applying Lemma 4.12 to v P BazBa L and v P Ba X Ba L separately yields that
Combining the two estimates yields the following upper bound on the number of good branchings,
2. We now bound the expected number of type-I branchings. Ifγ L`2 " ppv , a , t0ď ďL`2 P Γ min,M`1 is extended fromγ L via a type-I branching, thenγ L`1 , defined as the first pL`1q steps ofγ L`2 , must have branching length M`1 2 . We first enumerate the possible extensions ofγ L (via a type-I branching) through some fixed redacted path
be the set of a L`2 's that together with a L`1 may form a type-I branching extended fromγ L .
For each a P A L`1 , we split the discussion into two cases, v P BazBa L`1 and v P BaXBa L`1 .
Applying similar reasonings as in the derivation of (20), we get that
The function f pmq is an increasing function on 3 ď m ď k´1 and f p1q, f p2q ď 3f p3q.
Now we sum over all possible choices of pv
. Observe from Lemma 4.12 that the upper bound of N m pγ L ; v, aq does not depend on t L`1 . A similar calculation to (20) gives that
where the last step uses the fact that
3. Finally, using Lemma 4.13, we can bound the number of minimal type-II branchings:
Combining the three cases together completes the proof for general hypergraphs.
We now turn to linear hypergraphs. In this setup all branchings must be good (because mpa, bq ď 1 for all a, b P F ). Therefore applying (20), we havẽ
This concludes the proof for linear hypergraphs.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The assertion of Theorem 1.1 follows by combining Lemma 4.4, (16), Lemma 4.7, Lemma 4.11 and Theorem 4.14.
4.4. Number of minimal step. In this subsection we prove Lemma 4.12. Throughout the section, we assumeγ L PΓ, a P Npa L q, v P Ba and for brevity of notation writeγ
Recall the definitions of minimal branching and minimal type-II branching in (11) and (18). We define
The argument t, whose role is to indicate that pv L`1 , a L`1 , t L`1 q " pv, a, tq, is included as we shall soon vary t. However, we henceforth omit t from the notation for all events with ď L, as they do not depend on the value of t. We further write
aq is defined in (19). This motivates the following lemma.
Lemma 4.15. Under the above notation, 
depending on BazBa L . The first group depends on N L only through Y t L´1 pBa L q " 1, whereas for the second group, conditioning on C 1 L`1 ptq, namely that every u P BazBa L has been updated at least once since time 0 or its last apperance inγ L , we intuitively expect that D 1 L`1 ptq " tY t pBa X Ba c L ztvuq " 1u is roughly independent of everything else and happens with probability at most 2´| BaXBa c L ztvu| . In light of the above discussion, we expect that (omitting t's from the notation)
However, the event N L " tγ L PΓ L u may depend, through events E andB , on updates at a vertex after it last appears in some hyperedges ofγ L . While intuitively "additional updates" and also conditioning that the restriction of the configuration to certain hyperedges at certain times will not be all 1, "can only help", overcoming such dependencies is the main technical obstacle in the proof below. Through a subtle conditioning argument we will establish a positive correlation between the relevant events. For the sake of continuity of the argument, we postponed the proof of Lemma 4.15 to Section 4.6.
The last lemma we need before proving Lemma 4.12 concerns random walks on hypercubes. Its proof is also postponed to Section 4.6. Let pZ i q iPZ`b e the (discrete-time) lazy simple random walk on the m-dimensional hypercube t0, 1u m where in each step, a coordinate is chosen uniformly at random and updated to 0 or 1 with equal probability. Let H 1 " infti ą 0 : Z i " 1u be the hitting time of 1 and let T`be the first time by which each coordinate which equals 1 at time 0 was updated at least once.
Lemma 4.16. For every m ě 2, the expected number of visits to 1 before T`satisfies
We now prove Lemma 4.12.
Proof of Lemma 4.12. Recall that m L`1 " |Ba X Ba L ztvu|. By Lemma 4.15 and the Campbell's theorem,
where
L`1 ptqXE L`1 ptq. We now apply the result of Lemma 4.16, differentiating the three cases:
1. v R Ba L : Let pỸ i q iPZ`b e the skeleton chain 7 of the continuous time Markov chain Y t pBa L X Baq starting from time t L . Note that pỸ i q iPZ`i s a lazy simple random walk on the m L`1 -dimensional hypercube and that the time between two steps ofỸ i in Y t pBa L X Baq are i.i.d. random variables with Exppm L`1 q distribution. Therefore, we can rewrite the expectation on the RHS of (24) in terms ofỸ i , namely RHS of (24) " 2´p
whereT is the number of steps in pỸ i q iPZ`u ntil every vertex of Ba L X Ba is updated at least once. Applying Lemma 4.16, we get that RHS of (24) ď 2´p
be the time of the first 0-update in pZ i q iPZ`. By the construction of Θ L`1 , for all i ě 1, ifZ i P Θ L`1 then we must have that i ě T 0 . For brevity of notation, let A " Ba L X Baztvu and defineT to be the number of steps in pZ i q iPZ`u ntil which every vertex in Ba L X Ba " A Y tvu is updated at least once. Observe thatT corresponds to the deactivation time T`pa; a L , t L q in the original process. By the strong Markov property and the total probability formula,
If m L`1 " 0, meaning that v is the only vertex in the intersection of a L and a, thenT simply follows the exponential distribution of rate 1 and RHS of (24) ď 1¨2´p k´1q .
For m L`1 ě 1, one can boundT from above by T A`Tv , where T A is the number of steps until every vertex in A is updated at least once and
is the number of additional steps until v is updated for the first time after time T A . It follows that ÿ
For the second summation of (25), observe that T v follows the Geometricp1{kq distribution and for any value ofZ T 0 pAq and i ě T A , we have thatZ i pAq is uniformly distributed on t0, 1u A with |A| " m L`1 . Therefore for all z P t0, 1u
For the first sum on the RHS of (25), we split the discussion according to whether Z T 0 pAq " 1 or not. By the symmetry of the k vertices of Ba L , we get that PpZ T 0 pAq " 1q " pk´m L`1 q{k. Applying Lemma 4.16 to the restriction ofZ i to A yields that
where the term k{m L`1 is obtained via Wald's equation, by noting that the time between two updates in A has a Geometric(m L`1 {k) distribution. Combining all pieces together, we have that for all 1 ď m L`1 ď k´1
3. a L " a: This is similar to the second case and for k ě 3 RHS of (24)
where the two terms in the third step are obtained from an argument similar to (25). Those three cases conclude the proof with C m " 9.
4.5. Number of minimal type-II step. In this section we prove Lemma 4.13. Fixγ L P Γ M , a P Npa L q, v P Ba and writeγ L`2 ptq "γ 
The next lemma is the type-II analog of Lemma 4.15, the proof of which is postponed to Section 4.6, after the introduction of relevant notations in the proof of Lemma 4.15.
Lemma 4.17. Under the notations above, for allγ
Proof of Lemma 4.13. By Lemma 4.13 and Campbell's theorem,
where we have used the fact that the coupon collector time of k coupons is Proof of Lemma 4.15. For each u P Ba Y Ba L , let ´p uq " 0 _ maxt1 ď ď L : R I ‹ , u P Ba u be the last step inγ L`1 such that the corresponding hyperedge contains u and let t´puq " t ´p uq be the time of that step. In particular, if u has never appeared in the previous steps, then t´puq " 0. We consider the set S L`1 " Y uPBaYBa L tuuˆpt´puq, 8q, and (recalling
By the Markov property of process
Meanwhile, for each P I m , the first five events in the definition of M m are measurable w.r.t. F L`1 while E might depend also on the updates of ξ in Ba ´1ˆr t ´1 , t s. In particular, E is not F L`1 -measurable if and only if
For each P I 2 , the events A , C andD are measurable w.r.t. F L`1 whileB might depend on the updates of ξ in Ba ´2ˆr t ´2 , t s. More specifically,B is not F L`1 -measurable if and only if
be the
To further simplify the conditioning part of the probability, we partition the events tE u PI E and tB u PI B into subsets such that each subset can be represented as the intersection of some F L`1 -measurable event and F L`1 -conditionally-independent event:
1. For each P I E , we split Ba ´1 X Ba c into the non-intersecting union of W " tu P Ba ´1 X Ba c : u P pBa X Ba c L qztvu, ´p uq " ´1u and V " pBa ´1 X Ba c qzW . It follows from the definition of V that Y t pV q is F L`1 -measurable and Y t pW q is independent of F L`1 conditioned on NL. Let E 0 " tY t pV q ‰ 1u and E 1 " tY t pW q ‰ 1u. Then E can be partitioned into the events E 0 and E 1 zE 0 " E 1 X pE 0 q c .
2. For each P I B , we similarly split Ba ´2 Y Ba into the non-intersecting union of W " tu P Ba ´2 X Ba c : u P pBa X Ba c L qztvu, ´p uq " ´2u and V " pBa ´2 X Ba c qzW , and defineW " W ˆpt ´2 , t q,Ṽ " V ˆpt ´2 , t q. Recall that ξ˝is the unmarked update sequence, i.e. pv, tq P ξ˝if and only if pv, t, 1q P ξ or pv, t, 0q P ξ. The eventB is measurable w.r.t. the sigma field generated by ξ˝pW YṼ q " ξ˝pW qˆξ˝pṼ q. More specifically, let Ξ pW q be the set of possible configurations of ξ˝pW q in eventB . ThenB can be written as B " Y ξ˝pW qPΞ pW q tξ˝pW quˆtξ˝pṼ q : ξ˝pW YṼ q PB u, where ξ˝pW q is independent of F L`1 and ξ˝pṼ q is F L`1 -measurable. By the fundamental formula of total probability, for any two events A, B and partition of A into disjoint sets A " Y n i"1 A i , we have
Applying the same argument to the aforementioned partitions of E andB , we have
where the penultimate step uses the conditional independency of M 1 L`1 and F L`1 given NL, and the last step uses the independence of updates on Ba Lˆp t L , 8q and Y uPBazBa L tuup t´puq, 8q.
To conclude the proof, we show that the first probability in (28) is uniformly bounded by 2´| BaXBa c L ztvu| . Recall the definition of W for each P I E Y I B . For any I 1 E Ď I E and ξ˝pW q P Ξ pW q, P I B , we define
PpY t pW q " 1 | Y t ´2 pW q " 1, ξ˝pW q, T`pa; a ´2 , t ´2 q ă tq
PpY t puq " 1 | Y t´puq puq " 1, T`pu; t´puqq ă tq.
For each probability in the first product, the monotonicity of the process Y t implies that removing the condition of Y t pW q ‰ 1 will only increase its value. Thus
Plugging the last equation back into (28) concludes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.16. Denote 1 " p1, 1, . . . , 1q and z " p0, 1, 1, . . . , 1q. We first explain how the case Z 0 " 1 implies all other cases. By symmetry and monotonicity we have that z " argmaxtv P t0, 1u m zt1u : E v u, where for v P t0, 1u m we write E v " E v r|t0 ď t ď T`: Z t " 1u|s. Let T 1 be the first time by which every coordinate, apart perhaps from the first one, is updated. Denote E " E 1 . Then by first step analysis and symmetry
Note that tT 1 ‰ T`u is precisely the event that the first coordinate is the last one to be updated. Given T 1 ‰ T`we have that T 1´T`h as a Geometric(1{m) distribution and that at each step t between T`and T 1 the probability that Z t " 1 is 2´p m´1q . Thus
Plugging this identity above yields that E z " E´2`2´p m´1q . We now treat the case Z 0 " p1, 1, . . . , 1q. Note that after precisely i coordinates have already been updated, the probability that the chain is at 1 is 2´i. The number of such steps follows a Geometric distribution with parameter pm´iq{m. Thus the desired expectation is
We now proceed to give an upper-bound on E. Let pc i q iPZ`b e a sequence of real numbers and denote d i " 2 i c i . Recall that by Abel's summation by parts formula, using the fact that 2 i`1´2i " 2 i , we get that for any integers n 2 ě n 1 ě 0,
Applying the Abel's summation formula repeatedly (and noting that at each iteration the first and second term cancel out) yields that
This yields that E ď 2`ř rm{2s´1 j"0`m´1 j˘´1˘`2´r m{2s`1 mP2N . Checking each case separately, it
is not hard to to verify that for m ă 7 we have that E ď 2`6 m´2´p m´1q , whereas if m ě 7 we have that E ď 2`2 m´1`1 0 pm´1qpm´2q`2´r m{2s`1 mP2N ď 2`6 m´2´p m´1q .
Proof of Lemma 4.17. Recall that for v P V , b P F and s ě 0, we have that T`pv; b, sq " s`rT`pv; sq´ss¨1tv P Bbu. Similarly to the construction of (22), we define
Fix the choice of t and suppress it from the notation. Applying similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.15 (and using the notation from that proof), we get that
Random regular hyper-graph
In this section we exploit the locally tree-like geometry of random regular hyper-graphs and prove Theorem 1.3. For two vertices v, v 1 P V , we define the distance dpv, v 1 q as the number of hyperedges on the shortest path from v to v 1 . The property we will need is the following.
Definition 5.1. For each R ě 1, we say that G is R-good if for every v P V , the Rneighbourhood of v (as a subgraph of the bipartite graph representation of G) contains at most one cycle.
A similar argument as the proof for random regular graph (i.e. k " 2) in [LS10] yields the following. PpG is R-goodq " 1.
In the remaining of the section we are going to fix R ‹ " R ‹ p∆, kq ě 2 to be a constant to be determined later and restrict our attention to the following subset of n-vertex hypergraphs:
G " G n pR ‹ q " tG : G is ∆-regular, k-uniform and R ‹ -goodu.
Figure 3. Direct step and cycle step 5.1. Projected path. We define for every a P F the subset cycpaq " tv P Ba : v is contained in a cycle shorter than 2R ‹ u Ď Ba, where the length of cycle is the number of vertices along the cycle. For each G P G, the definition of R ‹ -good implies that |cycpaq| ď 2 for all a P F . In particular, for every a P F there is at most one a 1 P F such that |BaXBa 1 | ě 2, in which case cycpaq " cycpa 1 q " BaXBa 1 . For each discrepancy sequence ζ " ppu i , b i , s i0ďiďM , let γ L " γ Lpζq pζq " ppv , a , t0ď ďL be the minimal path constructed according to the proof of Lemma 4.4 and for each 1 ď ď L, let ip q be the step it corresponds to (via (14)). From the construction of Lemma 4.4, we can observe that for each pv , a , t q, 1 ď ď L, there exists an alternating sequence of vertices and hyperedges and an increasing subsequence of indices pã 0ṽ0ã1ṽ1¨¨¨ãmṽm q, ip ´1q " j 0 ă j 1 ă¨¨¨ă j m " ip q that "represents" a subsequence in ζ, i.e. it satisfies v r P Bã r X Bã r`1 , 0 ď r ď m´1, pṽ r ,ã r q " pu jr , b jr q, 0 ď r ď m.
For each such that a ‰ a ´1 and Ba X cycpa ´1 q " ∅, there must exist v 1 such that Ba X Ba ´1 " tv 1 u. In order for a to remain "active" with respect to a ´1 by time t , namely t ď T`pa ; a ´1 , t ´1 q, there must not be any 1 ď i ď m such thatṽ i " v 1 . In particular, it implies that either v ´1 " v 1 or pã 0ṽ0ã1ṽ1¨¨¨ãm v 1 q completes a cycle in G. For v P Ba P F we write cyc`pa, vq " cycpaq Y tvu. For each path γ L " ppv , a , t0ď ďL P Γ L we define (See Figure 3) I c " t1 ď ď L : Ba X cyc`pa ´1 , v ´1 q " ∅u be the set of cycle steps and define I d " t1, . . . , LuzI c to be the set of direct steps. It follows that for given pv , a , t q, there is at most ∆¨|tv u Y cycpa q| ď 3∆ ways to select a `1 such that the next step is a direct step.
where v 1 is the vertex in Ba X Ba ´1 . LetΓ proj,L denotes the set of (relaxed) projected path.
Remark 5.4. Recall the definition in Remark 4.6. The discussion preceding the definition implies that Γ proj,L ĎΓ proj,L . Meanwhile a path inΓ proj,L does not necessarily satisfies events tD 3 u. We also do not assume in the definition of G that the values of updates at tpṽ r ,t r qu are all ones (which turns out to be crucial in the proof 10 ). Hence the name relaxed.
We now outline the two-step recursion onΓ proj,L and the proof to Theorem 1.3. Most of the arguments are parallel to the corresponding parts in Section 4. With some abuse of notation, we occasionally override the notations in Section 4 with slightly different meanings.
Fix γ L " ppv , a , t0ď ďL P Γ L and vertex-hyperedge pair pv, aq satisfying a P Npa L q, v P Ba, we let γ L`1 ptq " γ L`1 pv, a, tq be the path extended from γ L with pv L`1 , a L`1 , t L`1 q " pv, a, tq and define
Lemma 5.5. For any two neighbouring hyperedges a P F, b P Npaq, let Rpa, bq be the length of the shortest cycle in G that contains a and b. There exists a constant
Proof. Let R follows the Poissonpkq distribution of parameter k. Using Stirling's approximation, we have that PpR " mq ď
. Hence PpR ě mq ď 2PpR " mq for all m ě 2ek. It follows that for all r ě r2e∆k 2 s`2,
This concludes the proof.
Meanwhile, similarly to the definition of type-II branchings in redacted paths, special treatment is needed for paths staying at the same hyperedges three steps in a row. Fix γ L " ppv , a , t0ď ďL P Γ L and let vertices v, v
Observe that by construction, in order for γ L`2 (as above) to be inΓ proj,L`2 , it must be the case that a L is deactivated w.r.t. itself by time t (i.e. t ą T`pa L ; t L q), making the event Y t pBa L q " 1 unlikely (cf. the first case of Lemma 5.5). This is quantified in the following lemma. We define
Lemma 5.7. Under the notations above, there exists an absolute constant C 2 ą 0 such that
For r " 1, 2, Let N proj,L`r pγ L q be the number of paths γ L`r PΓ proj,L`r that agree with γ L in the first L steps and write
. Lemma 5.5, Lemma 5.7 and Proposition 5.6 together imply the following theorem. The proof is presented for the sake of completeness.
Theorem 5.8. Under the above notation, there exists an absolute constant C proj ą 0, such that for any R ‹ -good hypergraph G, integer L ě 1 and path γ L P Γ L , we have that
Proof. Fix γ L " ppv , a , t1ď ďL P Γ L and for brevity defineẼ L " Er¨| γ L PΓ proj,L s. We first prove (32). By the first case of Lemma 5.5,
We now prove (33), we define
Applying the last two cases of Lemma 5.5 then yields
Finally, to prove (34), we note that the bound of Lemma 5.5 does not depend on t L . Again we abbreviateẼ L`1 p¨q " Er¨| γ L`1 PΓ proj,L`1 s and let A L`1 be defined as in the previous case (with respect to the pL`1q'th step). There are three possible ways of extending γ L to
Following a similar argument as that of Theorem 4.14, we have that
Applying (32), (33) and Lemma 5.7 implies that
ď RHS of (34), which concludes the proof. 5.2. Proof of Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.7. In this subsection we present the proofs of remaining lemmas. We begin with Lemma 5.5. Throughout the proof, we keep γ L P Γ L , a P Npa L q, v P Ba fixed, and for brevity of notation write γ L`1 ptq for the path extended from γ L with pv L`1 , a L`1 , t L`1 q " pv, a, tq. We further define M c ptq " M c pγ L`1 ptqq " A ptq X B ptq X C ptq X D 1 ptq X D 2 ptq X G ptq @ P I c pγ L`1 ptqq,
ptqq " A ptq X B ptq X C ptq X D 1 ptq X D 2 ptq @ P I d pγ L`1 ptqq, where we henceforth omit t from the notation for all events with ď L, as they do not depend on the value of t. We further write (overriding any conflicting definitions from Section 4)
By Campbell's theorem,
where ‚ " c if L`1 P I c and ‚ " d otherwise.
Lemma 5.9. Under the notations above,
Moreover if L`1 P I c pγ L`1 ptqq, then
Proof. Recall the definition of ´p uq, F L`1 , NL, C 1 L`1 from the proof of Lemma 4.15 and omit t from the notation. By the Markov property of the process Y t , the events
L`1 and (in the case of L`1 P I c ) G L`1 are independent of F L`1 given NL. Meanwhile, for each 1 ď ď L, we have that M d is measurable w.r.t. F L`1 . It is left to treat tG u PIc .
Observe that for each P I c , we have that G is a measurable function of ξ˝pVˆrt ´1 , t qq, the time and locations of all updates between t ´1 and t without the value of the updates. Following a similar argument of Lemma 4.15, we define W " tu P Ba ´1 X Ba c : u P pBa X Ba c L qztvu, ´p uq " ´1u and (overriding the definition in Lemma 4.15) W " W ˆrt ´1 , t q,Ṽ " W c ˆrt ´1 , t q.
Let Ξ pW q be the range of the unmarked update process ξ˝pW q over G (i.e. the collection of all possible values of ξ˝pW q, provided that G occurs). It follows that G " Y ξ˝pW qPΞ pW q tξ˝pW quˆtξ˝pṼ q : ξ˝pW YṼ q P G u,
where ξ˝pW q is independent of F L`1 and ξ˝pṼ q is F L`1 -measurable. Therefore following a similar calculation to (28), we have
where for the last step, we note that for G P G, we have that |Ba X Ba L | ď 2 if a ‰ a L .
Recall that the definition of G L`1 does not involve the updates on Ba L Y Ba. The result for M c L`1 follows a similar argument to that of (35). Proof of Lemma 5.5. The first two cases follow from a similar argument to that of Lemma 4.12 with overlap m L`1 " k and m L`1 ď 2, respectively. Here we only present the proof of the third case, leaving the first two as an exercise. Fix pv, aq such that a ‰ a L and Ba X cyc`pa L , v L q " ∅. Let γ L`1 " γ L`1 pv, a; γ L q. We can write ż 8
Since in a cycle step |Ba L X Ba L`1 | " 1, the second term on the RHS of (36) can be bounded by e´k. For the first term, we enumerate over all possible cycles containing a L , a L`1 . Fix some cycle pã 0ṽ0ã1 . . .ã mṽm q withã 0 " a L andã m " a L`1 . Let s 0 " t L and inductively define s i " T pṽ i ; s i´1 q, for all 1 ď i ď m´2. Denote δ i " s i´si´1 and S " ř m´2 i"1 δ i . Then δ 1 , . . . , δ m´2 are i.i.d. Exp(1) r.v.'s. In particular, interpreting the δ i 's as spacings between arrivals of a rate 1 Poisson process, we get that PpS ď kq " PpN k ě m´2q, where N k has a Poisson distribution of parameter k. In conclusion, Ppṽ 1 , . . . ,ṽ m´2 are sequentially updated during pt L , t L`k" PpS ď kq " PpN k ě m´2q. Noting that there are at most p∆kq m cycles of length m containing a L finishes the proof.
ris " t1, . . . , iu along with all hyperedges containing at least one vertex in ris. The set of independent sets on G i can be naturally identified with the subset of independent sets on G satisfying σ| t1,...,iu " 0. We have 1 ZpGq " P G pσ " 0q " Ppσ 1 " 0q n ź i"2 P G pσ i " 0 | σ ri´1s " 0q "
By assumption, the set G is closed under the removal of hyperedges, thus if G P G, then so is every G i , for all 1 ď i ď n´1. Consequently, we can compute (in polypn, 1{ q time) quantities p i " ppi; G i´1 q such thaťˇˇˇp pi; G i´1 q P G i´1 pσ i " 0q´1ˇˇˇˇă 2n , with probability {n. LettingẐpGq " ś n i"1 ppi; G i´1 q be the output concludes the proof. Proof of Corollary 1.2. Following the statement of Lemma 6.1, we set G " Gpk, ∆q and describe the ppv, Gq-outputting algorithm as follows: Given hypergraph G and n, ą 0, let t mix " Opn log nq be the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics of hypergraph independent set on G and let N, M be two large integers to be determined shortly. We run the Glauber dynamics N times for M¨t mix steps, starting from the all zeros configuration, and record the configuration at time M¨t mix of the r'th sample by σ prq . We set M " 1`2r| log |{ log 2s. By the submultiplicity property t mix p2´iq ď it mix [LPW09, page 55] we have thaťˇP
where σ is a uniformly chosen independent set. We set N " 32r| log |s{ 2 and ppv; Gq " Note that P G pσ v " 0q ě 1{2 for any hypergraph G " pV, F q and all v P V . Combining the last two displays then guarantees that |ppv; Gq{Ppσ v " 0q´1| ă with probability 1´ . The total running time of our algorithm is N¨M¨t mix , which by Theorem 1.1 is polypn, 1{ q.
